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Background
Nothing captivates attention more than the metaphysical, otherwordly, and ethereal. Anything
with a mysterious aura pervading it, is sure to make heads turn. The team behind Pondering Orb
($ORB) know that, which is exactly why we seek to capitalize on the well-known meme, while also
offering valuable usecases for those who decide to invest.
Tokenomics are the first thing anyone ponders before deciding to invest. Therefore, we gave
great thought into what exactly our tokenomics would be. When we decided we wanted token that was
protected from major dumps, we went with 4% liquidity. However, our token could not just be dump
proof; it also had to have an ever increasing price floor, which was the primary factor behind
implementing a 1% buyback-and-burn. Not wanting to leave the community out of what we were
creating, we also decided it would be great to have a token that rewarded investors; which is exactly
what our 3% BNB rewards do.
Pondering Orb is more than just a pretty face. We already have so much planned for the future,
which we hope will attract more attention, investors, and a steadfast base of loyal supporters.

Moving Forward
Could we even embrace the name Pondering Orb, if we had not pondered our own future?
Needless to say, we have pondered plenty; let us just say that the future is looking bright. However,
you might still be left asking “What does the team have planned for us?” Ask no more.

Roadmap
Phase 1

Phase 1 marks the official release of our project. That includes building the website, creating the
contract, getting listed on Coinmarketcap and Coingecko and building our community of holders. We
have already blazed through most of these goals and we will soon enter Phase 2.

Phase 2

With new partnerships, marketing campaigns, and giveaways already in the works, we find it
important to touch on our biggest project of Phase 2; The development of our DAO and the release of
NFTs. You can find out how the DAO will work in the diagram below, but a more detailed explanation
is coming when we release our official Whitepaper. We also plan an initial buyback.

Diagram depicting how the NFTs and the DAO will function inside the $ORB ecosystem.

Phase 3

Phase 3 begins with the NFT mint and the release of our Decentralized Autonomous
Organization, which is the essence of our project. In this period we plan on completing our second
buyback. Furthermore we plan on listing on a Tier 2 exchange. At this point we also begin the
development of our multichain liquidity optimization protocol - Ponder, which will be heavily utilized
by our DAO treasury and accessible to everyone holding an Orb NFT.

Phase 4

With the eventual release of Ponder, we will reward our loyal community with a third buyback,
a Tier 1 CEX listing, and DAO partnerships for whitelisted access to various ICOs.
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Twitter: https://twitter.com/pondering_orb
Telegram: t.me/PonderingOrbBSC

